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Abstract

Introduction: Security in presence of peace and lack of worrying along with enjoying safety which is obtained in a danger – free society. A safe environment is where every human being can achieve his or her basic needs, has the physical dangers and pathogens transmission and the attains a high level of health in such a society. Promotion and restoration of health is necessary the responsibility of which is up to nurses and health authorities who must recognize the biological injuries duly to act effectively. The research was performed to investigate the aspects of care seeker ’ security through bioterrorism education.

Materials and methods: This is a review research based on gathering data from internet resources and published papers.

Result: Nowadays, biological weapons and resulted infatious disease raise challenges for health care systems. The incidence and epidemics of infectious disease and modified diseases such as short term and long term tuberculosis bring about strong responsibility for nurses and health experts, to recognize and act against them. On the other hand, the progress and development of patients ’ immunity helps the health organizations to know the dangers and find a solution, but the point is that there will not be any sustainable development if the nurses are not trained. Recognition and diagnosis of in factious disease are important into aspects: 1. it lets has the authorities prescribe prevention remedy duly and 2. Minimizes the opportunities of disease – in ducing factors

Conclusion: To prevent the future events related to bioterrorism, it seems that educating immunity and security principles in hospitals is inevitable to reduce mortality and increase satisfaction of health system in country. The presence of suitable treatment system in hospitals and supporting by senior managers of health organizations will reduce the fear and mental destruction resulting from bioterrorism.
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